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LOCAL HOLONOMY GROUPS OF INDUCED
CONNECTIONS1
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Abstract. There are two naturally induced connections on the

tangent bundle, the so called Jacobi connection and the Sasaki

connection. By using the elementary theory of systems of linear

differential equations, we completely determine the local holonomy

group of these two induced connections, and find some relation to

the local holonomy group of the manifold itself. There is an induced

connection on the vector bundle of linear maps of the fibers. We also

investigate the properties of the holonomy group of this bundle.

1. Introduction. Suppose Misa Riemannian manifold with dim M=m.

There exist two naturally induced metrics on the tangent bundle t : TM—+

M, the Sasaki metric [5] and the induced pseudo-Riemannian metric

[6], [8]. In [8] Yano and Kobayashi determined the holonomy group

Í>(jTV). In this paper, we shall determine the local holonomy group

0*(w, TM) of the pseudo-Riemannian connection by using a direct

argument, based on the elementary uniqueness and existence theorems

of a system of linear differential equations. By introducing an ortho-

normal base for the vector fields on M, we shall be able to express com-

ponents {VjK} of the Sasaki connection in a much simpler form. It will

enable us to find a simple expression for any element of the local holonomy

group of the Sasaki connection. Suppose U:E->-M and p:F-»Af are

vector bundles over M. From [2], there exists an induced connection

on L(U,'p):L(E, F)-+M, the vector bundle of linear maps of the fibers.

Suppose <I>(n) and <¡>(p) axe holonomy groups of II and p respectively.

We shall show that the holonomy group 4>(L(U, />)) of L(II, p) is a

subgroup of <t>(II)(gi<I)(p), and then apply this result to existence theorems

on infinitesimal isometry, affine fiber map and parallel vector field on M.

2. TM admits pseudo-Riemannian metric Let U be a connected

open set of a manifold M with connection V, and let rv be the induced
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connection on U. If 0°(/>, U) is the restricted holonomy group with refer-

ence point p in U, then the local holonomy group Q>*(p, M) with reference

point p is defined to be the intersection C] <3>°(/7, U) where U runs through

all connected neighborhoods of p. If {Uk} is a sequence of connected

neighborhoods ofp such that Uk=> Ük+1 and f|¡£=i l7*={/'}- Then we have

Q>*(p, Af)=0°(/7, i/jt) for sufficiently large k. Suppose now that M is a

Riemannian manifold, and that the tangent bundle t: TM->-M admits the

pseudo-Riemannian metric. Then there exist simply connected neigh-

borhoods 11 in M and Fin TAisuch that (i) {/is a normal neighborhood of

pin M with coordinates {*<}, (ii) t(V)= U, (iii) <S>*(p, M)—<í>°(p, U), and

(iv) <p*(h, TM)=®°(u, V) where u e r-l(p).

If {T)k} denote the components of the Riemannian connection, then

irt(/>)=0 for all i,j, k. If Z={Z'} is a tangent vector, T(Z) denotes the

772X777 matrix Qjti î«Z0- Let C(/>, t/) denote the loop space at/>

contained in C/.

Lemma.   <D*(/>, M)={exp JJ r(¿c/¿/) <ft|c e C(p, U)}.

Proof. If Y(t)={Y'(t)} is a parallel vector field along c(t)={ci(t)},

then y¿(í) must satisfy the following equations

—+ f T)k— Yk = 0   for / = 1, 2, ■ • •, m.
dt     „ta      ¿i

The solution of this system of equations is given by

w-Hr(îHy(0)-

If the curve c(t) defines an element a e 0*(/?, M), then it follows immedi-

ately that a= exp /J T(dcjdt) dt.   Q.E.D.
Let a(/)={c¿(í), !*'(')} De a curve in V, and let c=t(<x) be a curve in U.

Suppose that a(f) defines an element ä e <t>*(u, TM), and that c(t) defines

an element a e <&*(p, M). Let b be an element of gl(w, R) defined by

b = A(l)j\(tTlR(jt,^A(t)dt,

where A(t)=p0 -T(dc/ds) ds.

Theorem 1. Every element ä of the holonomy group <&*(«, TM) is

given in the form ä=(l °) where a e <&*(p, M) and b 6 gl(7M, R).
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Proof.   Let {Vjk} be components of pseudo-Riemannian connection

on TM. It follows from [8] that

T)k = T)k, rfc-0,      1% = 0,      1^ = 0,

f\* = ¿ a^, f,    ijk = F'jk,    "j* = r«,    l# = 0.
¡=i dxl

If Z(t)=(y(t), ,n(t))={yi(t), rf(t)} is a parallel vector field along the curve

a(í)=(c(f), Ç(t))={ci(t), £*(*)} then/(/) and ??¿(/) must satisfy the equa-

tions

(1) %*£*%*-•

If y4J(0 denotes the components of the raxm matrix

the solutions of the systems (1) and (2) are given by

m

(3) At) = 2 4(0/(0),

*?X0 = 2 4(0     (A'1)

Integrating by parts the second term on the right hand side of (4) and

using equation (1), we get

m m ft

rftt) = - 2 rj,(c(t))iy|0 + 2 4(0 (¿~X
i.k=l *.u=l •'0

* 2 ^¡3^iyds + 24W(0).

Setting t= 1 and writing equations (3) and (5) in vector form we get

(6) y(l) = A(l)y(0)

(7) 7?(1) = A(l)J^W-1/* (jt. f) 40X0) A + A(1>K0)

j=i

(4)
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where R is the curvature tensor of M. Here we have used the fact that

c(0)=c(l)=p, rik(p)=0. Equations (6) and (7) imply that A(l)=ae

<5*(/7, M) and (l °a)=ä e <D*(m, TM).   Q.E.D.

3. Tangent bundle admits Sasaki metric. Suppose now that 0*(w, TM)

denotes the holonomy group of the Sasaki connection on TM. For pe M

and u e r~l(p), let U and V be neighborhoods of p in M and of « in TM

respectively such that (i) U and V are simply connected, (ii) t(V)=U,

(iii) 0*(/>, M)=d>°(/7, U), and (iv) <D*(w, TM)=®°(u, V). For any vector

field X on M, let ** and Xv be the horizontal lift and vertical lift of X

respectively [1], [4]. If {Yl, Y2, • • • , Ym) is an orthonormal base for

vector fields on U, then {Yih, Y**}Zi forms a base for vector fields on TM,

endowed with Sasaki metric. Let VjK be components of the Sasaki

connection of TM relative to the base {Yih, Yiv}?=1, and let 1% be com-

ponents of the Riemannian connection of TM relative to the base {/"}", ;

from formulae on Sasaki connection [4, p. 125], we have the following

1 m

"« = r;t, T)¡¡. = ~¿, Rfciif, F]*: = rÄ, r|{ = o,

2¡=i

We note that r},.=-r*¿ and r^^-T^. Let <x.(t)={ci(t), f'(/>> be a
closed curve starting and ending at u contained in V. If à is an element in

T*(m, TM) defined by <x(f), it follows from the lemma in §2 that

ä= exp j"J r(dtx./dt) dt where the 2m x 2w matrix T(daldt) is given as

follows:

t) "

We note that T(dx/dt) is skew-symmetric. If £(/)=0 in the local expression

a(r)=(c(f), f(f)), the element <îgO*(m, TM) defined by a(f)=(c(r),0) is

given by

â=rrmdt = hp^dcldt)dt      °     \
Jo    \í/í/ \ 0 expj0lr(dc/í/í)táí/'

Theorem 2. £t;ery element of the local holonomy group 0*(«, TM)

can be expressed in the form exp JJ T(dxjdt)dt where V(daLJdt) is a skew-

symmetric 2mx2m matrix. {(% l)\a e $*(p, m)} is a subgroup of
<D*(£7, TM).
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4. Parallel sections. Suppose that M is a connected manifold, and

that II : E-t-M is a vector bundle over M associated with a principal

fibre bundle P-+M. Let V be a connection on P. The holonomy group of

P is also called the holonomy group of E, denoted by 0(11). A section

93 of E is called parallel if V<p=0. <p is a parallel section of E if and only

if cp(p) is left fixed by 0(11) for a point p in M. Let E0 be a subspace of

U~1(p) on which 0(11) acts trivially, and let £, be a subspace of parallel

sections of E. Then we have dim £0=dim Ev

Theorem 3. If TI: E-+M is an orthogonal vector bundle of dim 2, then

E is locally flat if and only if there exists a parallel section of E.

Proof. Since the restricted holonomy group 0°(il) is a subgroup of

0(2), the orthogonal group of degree 2, 0°(II) is a discrete group con-

sisting of identity alone if and only if £„^0. From Theorem 4.1 [3,

p. 210], E is locally flat if and only if <t>°(ri)îs discrete. The theorem follows

from the above two facts.   Q.E.D.

Suppose u : £-*M and p : F->-M axe vector bundles over M. Let Rn

and Rp be curvature tensors for the bundles II and p respectively. Let

L(U, p):L(E, F)->-M be the vector bundle of linear maps of the fibers,

and let Rloi.p) be a curvature tensor for L(Y1, p). A vector bundle E is

said to be locally symmetric if V/?n=0. By a long direct calculation, we

have VwRLm.r)(v, ", 4 ■ £=(V„/y ■ (v,u, A • £)-^(V„/?n) • (v, u, £)

for u,v,w e TVM, A e L(EV, F„) and f 6 Ev. It implies the following

Proposition. // II : E-+M and p : F-+M are locally symmetric vector

bundles, then L(U, p) : L(E, F)—-M is also locally symmetric.

If we set n* :£*=£(£, /?)->-M, where R is the set of real numbers,

then E* is the dual bundle of E and has an induced connection from E.

Since L(E, £)^£*<g>£, £*®£ has an induced connection from L(E, F).

For simplicity, let V denote the connections of E, F and also the induced

connections. Let G(£) denote the space of differentiable sections of £.

If e* e S(£) and fe S(£), it is easy to see that e*®fe S(£*®£) and

V(e*®/)=Ve*®/+e*®V/.

Theorem 4. Suppose U-.E-+M and p:F-*M are vector bundles over

M with connections. Then the holonomy group <I>(L(II, p)) is a subgroup

o/<p(n)<g>o(p).

Proof. First we show that 0(n*)^<I>(n). Suppose that c(t) is a

closed curve in M starting and ending atp, and that {e,} is a base of £„.

Let et(t) be the parallel section along c(t) with ei(0)=ei, and let e*(t)

be a section in £* dual to e^t), that is, e*(t)■ ei(t)=àij for O^i^l.
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We assert that e*(t) is a parallel section of E* with e*(0)=e*. In fact,

since 0=V(<?* • e¡)=Veí • e}+e* • V«?, and Ve,=0, it follows that Ve* •
e¡=0 for aU i,j, and hence Vef=0. If a(i) is a parallel section along c(t)

in E with a(0)=txo, then a*(/) is a parallel section along c(t) in E* with

a*(0)=o£. It implies that <E)(Il*)s<I)(n). Let (/}} be a base of Fv, and
let _/S(/) be a parallel section along c(/) in F with fi(0)=f¡. We identify

<D(TI*) with 0(11), and L(E, F) with £*(g>F. Now every element .4 e

L(EP,FP) can be expressed as /4 = 2¿,3; d^ef^f. It follows that /4(r)=

Zí.j ^<ie*(0®/i(0 is a parallel section of L(£, F) along c(i) with .4(0)=.4.
If the closed curve c(t) defines an element a in 0(11) and b in <5(p) respec-

tively, then A(l)=(a®b)A: This proves that 0(L(II, p)) is a subgroup of
0(II)®<D(p).

Let T-.TM-+M be the tangent bundle of M with a connection. An

iterated bundle Li+1(TM, E) is defined by

L'+\TM, E) = ¿(TAf, L'ÍJAÍ, £)).

Corollary 4.1. TAe holonomy group of L'(TM, E) is a subgroup of

<g)¿ Í>(t)®0(I1).

Let Sn denote the subspace of the parallel sections of U:E-*M. By

using the fact that <p e Sn if and only if $(11) leaves <p(p) fixed for a point

p in M, we have

Corollary 4.2.   dim SLm>p)^dim Sn xdim Sp.

We note that a fiber map /:£->F is affine if and only if/is a parallel

section of L(E, F).

Theorem 5- Suppose M is a connected, simply connected Riemannian

manifold. If the euclidean space M0 in the de Rham decomposition of M is

nontrivial, then there exist affine fiber maps from TM into TM.

Proof. We first note that dim M0=dim 5^0. From Corollary 4.2,

it follows that dim Si(rr)#0, and hence there exist affine fiber maps.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.1. Suppose M is a connected, simply connected Rieman-

nian manifold with vanishing Ricci curvature. Then there exists an infinites-

imal isometry on M if and only if the euclidean space M0 in the de Rham

decomposition is nontrivial.

Proof. From Proposition 2.5 [3, p. 235] and the argument used in the

proof of Corollary 5.4 [3, p. 251], it follows that X is an infinitesimal

isometry if and only if A" is a parallel vector field. The corollary then

follows from the fact that dim M0=dim Sr.   Q.E.D.
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Theorem 6. Suppose that M and N are affine manifolds, and that

f: M—>N is a dlfferentiable map. If there exist parallel vector fields on M

and N respectively. Then there exist affine fiber maps F: TM—>TN such

thatf° tm = tn ° F.

Proof. It suffices to prove that dimS£(r ,/•, )5¿0. Let V and V

denote affine connections on M and N respectively. The pullback bundle

f*TN;f*TN->M has a naturally induced connection/*V. A vector field

Ion JV induces a section f*X=X °f on f*rN. It follows from [2] that

(f*V)(f*X)=f*(VX)°f*, where fr.TM^TN is the tangent map of/.
So f*X is a parallel section of f*rN if X is a parallel vector field of N,

which implies dimS/.r >0. From Corollary 4.2 and assumptions, we

getdimSi(rji./.rjf)>0. "q.E.D.
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